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Manufacturer:

Product:

Type:

LED-Effect Ltd.,
Kashirskiy proezd 1312
'l'15201 Moscow
Russia

LED Luminaire

KEDR STREET (vendor code: LE-UCO-32)

KEDR HIBAY (vendor code: LE-USI-32)
KEDR WALL (vendor code: LE-UWO-32)
KEDR URI (vendor code: LE-UR-32)

KEDR UWO (vendor code: UWO-32)

This conformíty certificate approves the compliance of the product with essential safety requirements
of the following EC/EU New Approach Directives as amended:

201413518U Low Voltage Directive
20141301EU EMG Directive

European harmonized standards used for the conformity assessment:

EN 60598-ĺ :20'15, EN 60598_2_3'2oo3+A1 
=2011, 

EN 61547:2oo9, EN 55015:2013 tA1:2015,
EN 6í 000-3 -2:2014, EN 61 000-3 -3:2013

The certificate has been issued on the basis of the tests of the product type sample. The results are
recorded in the Conformity assessment report No.170500143 dated 09.08.2017

C€ maľk can be used only in the case of conformity assessment according to all relevant EC/EU Directives

Thi$ ceľtificate is issued under the following conditions:
The certiÍicate applies to the product type and its variations submitted to the tests specified in the report referenced above.
The production process/factory production control is not covered by this cértificate.
The certificate does not imply that the certification body has peŕormed any surveillance or control of the production process.
The manufacturer shall ensuré the conformity of subsequent production items with the certiÍied type.
Changes that may have an impact on maintaĺning conformity with the certiÍication requirements may ľequire confirmation of the validity of the
certificate by demonstrating compliance with the conditions under Which the certificate was issued or by conducting an additional evaluatĺon.
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TSU. TEcHNlcKÝ sKÚŠoBNÝ Úsmv RleŠŤeľY, s.p.
Krajinská cesta 2929/9

92101 Piešt'any, Slovak Republic

CON FORMITY CERTIFICATE
No. í71299156

Manufacturer: LED-Effect Ltd.
block 2' build.í3' Kashiľskiy passway'
Moscow, 115201
Russia,

Product: LED Luminaiľe

KEDR STREET (vendor code: LE-UCO-32)
KEDR HIBAY (vendor code: LE-US|-32)

KEDR WALL (vendor code: LE-UWO-32)
KEDR URI (vendor code: LE-UR-32)
KEDR UWO (vendor code: UWO-32)

This conformity certificate confirms the conformity of the product with essential safety requirements of the
following ECiEU New Approach Directives as amended:

2011l65lEU Directive on the restľiction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical
and electronic equipment RoHS

The certificate has been issued on the basis of the tests of the product type sample. The results are
recorded in the Conformity assessment report No.170500143 dated 09.08.2017

RoHS
This ceľtiÍicate is issued under the following condĺtions:
The certificate applies only to the product type specified in the above mentioned Conformity Assessment report.
The production process/factory produďion control is not covered by this certiÍicate.
The certiÍicate does not imply that the certification body has performed any surveĺĺĺance or control of the production process.
The manufacturer shall ensure the conformĺty of subsequent production items with the certified type.
Changes that may have an impact on maintaining conformity with the certiÍication requirements may require conÍirmation of the Validity of the
certiÍicate by demonstrating complĺance with the conditions under which the certificate was issued or by conducting an additional evaluation.
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